
Relia-Vote™ Automated Mail Ballot Inserting & Sorting Solutions

The results are in.  
Relia-Vote™ brings automated integrity to mail ballot processing.  

Insert & Mail Sorting



“Some of the tangible benefits of the  
Pitney Bowes Relia-Vote™ solution  
are the control and integrity it  
provides. If voters call to ask about  
their ballot, I don’t have to call a vendor. 
I can tell those people with confidence  
when their ballot was mailed. This solution  allows 
(election) officials to drill down into a specific ballot 
and validate where, when and how each piece was 
processed and exactly what is in the envelope.” 

 —Leslie Hoffman, YAVAPAI COUNTY RECORDER
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the 
popular
vote.  

   Assure the correct ballot is sent to the correct voter 

   Sort mail ballots to the lowest postage rates

   Track processes from ballot assembly through the USPS to the return 

   Validate the legitimacy of each mail ballot envelope

     Correctly format voter address and assign an Intelligent Mail®  
(IMb) barcode

   Open/sort to district or precinct levels 

   Verify voters’ signatures

   Provide complete audit trail
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In America, we vote. And absentee or mail balloting  
has become an increasingly popular option. That has 
sent election officials looking for an alternative to  
labor-and time-consuming manual processing. 

Predict the  
outcome of your  
mail balloting process.
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Today, five of the 
nation’s six largest 
counties use the  
Pitney Bowes  
Relia-Vote™ System.  
And our modular 
configurations are  
also helping smaller 
jurisdictions automate 
many aspects of  

this essential 
American right.  
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Integrity,  
outbound  

& inbound

As part of the outbound process, Relia-Vote™ solution 
brings mail ballot inserting and addressing into one 
automated process with an end-to-end audit trail. The 
Relia-Vote™ solution also provides the ability to validate 
voters’ signatures and sort the returned ballot envelopes 
during the inbound process. 
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Instead of manually inserting and then checking mail ballot envelopes against 
voter registration lists, the Pitney Bowes voter preparation software syncs with 
your existing voter files. Then, using the assigned Intelligent Mail® barcode, it 
secures the highest USPS discounts, and tracks the delivery status of every piece–
creating easily accessible records. 

The right to assemble–at 
high speeds. 
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Verifying signatures 
    is primary. 
Originally designed for the banking industry, the Relia-Vote™ 
System uses Auto Signature Verification handwriting analysis. 
It compares signatures from ballot envelopes to those 
captured in your voter registration system. 
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feature can also  
present the scanned  
signature side by side  
with the one on file  
for visual confirmation  
by an election official.  

The Manual 
Signature 
Verification  
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Speed counts. Ballot envelopes are sorted down to the precinct level at 
speeds of up to 42,000 per hour—quickly separating challenged ballot envelopes. 
Smaller jurisdictions can enjoy the same automated processing but with a reduced 
footprint and speeds of up to 18,000 per hour. And it’s all done with 
accuracy, less risk and a complete audit trail of the entire process.
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Every ballot  
envelope  
accounted for.

Whether they are being sent 
across town or across the 
country, our TrackMyVote™ solution 
can follow ballot envelopes 
throughout the mail stream. And by 
tracing individual pieces through 
the USPS, election officials can 
respond to delivery inquiries from 
voters, candidates or the media. 
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We want to earn 
your vote, too. 
No matter the dimensions of  
your need, Relia-Vote™ delivers 
USPS Intelligent Mail® barcode 
compliance, automated ballot 
envelope assembly/auditing and 
TrackMyVote™ delivery validation.

Look like a  
clear winner  
to all parties. 

For more information, call 877-536-2736 or  
visit us online: www.pb.com/relia-vote. 
Pitney Bowes, the Corporate logo, Relia-Vote and TrackMyVote are trademarks of Pitney Bowes Inc. or a subsidiary.   
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2016 Pitney Bowes Inc. All rights reserved.


